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ABSTRACT
Recent work on knowledge graph completion (KGC) focuses on
acquiring embeddings of entities and relations in knowledge graphs.
These embeddingmethods necessitate that all test entities be present
during the training phase, resulting in a time-consuming retrain-
ing process for out-of-knowledge-graph (OOKG) entities. To tackle
this predicament, current inductive methods employ graph neural
networks (GNNs) to represent unseen entities by aggregating infor-
mation of the known neighbors, and enhance the performance with
additional information, such as attention mechanisms or logic rules.
Nonetheless, Two key challenges continue to persist: (i) identifying
inter-rule correlations to further facilitate the inference process,
and (ii) capturing interactions among rule mining, rule inference,
and embedding to enhance both rule and embedding learning.

In this paper, we propose a virtual neighbor network with inter-
rule correlations (VNC) to address the above challenges. VNC con-
sists of three main components: (i) rule mining, (ii) rule infer-
ence, and (iii) embedding. To identify useful complex patterns
in knowledge graphs, both logic rules and inter-rule correlations
are extracted from knowledge graphs based on operations over
relation embeddings. To reduce data sparsity, virtual networks
for OOKG entities are predicted and assigned soft labels by op-
timizing a rule-constrained problem. We also devise an iterative
framework to capture the underlying interactions between rule
and embedding learning. Experimental results on both link pre-
diction and triple classification tasks show that the proposed VNC
framework achieves state-of-the-art performance on four widely-
used knowledge graphs. Our code and data are available at https:
//github.com/WZH-NLP/OOKG.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Knowledge graphs (KGs) are widely used to store structured infor-
mation and facilitate a broad range of downstream applications,
such as question answering [18, 48], dialogue systems [15], recom-
mender systems [23, 36, 41], and information extraction [35, 46].
A typical KG represents facts as triples in the form of (head entity,
relation, tail entity), e.g., (Alice, IsBornIn, France). Despite their size,
KGs suffer from incompleteness [22]. Therefore, knowledge graph
completion (KGC), which is aimed at automatically predicting miss-
ing information, is a fundamental task for KGs. To address the
KGC task, knowledge graph embedding (KGE) methods have been
proposed and attracted increasing attention [2, 3, 7, 11, 26, 29, 49].

Previous KGE methods focus on transductive settings, requir-
ing all entities to be observed during training. In real-world sce-
narios, however, KGs evolve dynamically since out-of-knowledge-
graph (OOKG) entities emerge frequently [10]. For example, about
200 new entities are added to DBPedia on a daily basis [31]. Fig. 1
shows an example of the OOKG entity problem. Given the observed
KG, “sun” is the newly added entity and there exists the auxiliary
connection between “sun” and the known entity (i.e., (sun, sur-
roundedBy, planets)). Based on observed and auxiliary facts, our
goal is to embed OOKG entities and predict missing facts (e.g., (sun,
attract, mass)). So far, to represent newly emerging entities, a time-
consuming retraining process over the whole KG is unavoidable
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for most conventional embedding methods. To address this issue,
an inductive KGE framework is needed.

Some previous work [5, 13, 38] represents OOKG entities using
their observed neighborhood structures. These frameworks suffer
from a data sparsity problem [16, 50]. To address this sparsity issue,
GEN [1] and HRFN [50] combine meta-learning frameworks with
graph neural networks (GNNs) to simulate unseen entities dur-
ing meta-training. But they utilize triples between unseen entities,
which may be missing or extremely sparse in real-world scenarios.
The VN network [16] alleviates the sparsity problem by inferring
additional virtual neighbors (VNs) of the OOKG entities with logic
rules and symmetric path rules.

Despite these advances, current inductive knowledge embedding
methods face the following two challenges:
Challenge 1: Identifying inter-rule correlations. Previousmeth-
ods for inductive knowledge embedding mainly focus on modeling
one or two hop local neighborhood structures, or mining rules for
the OOKG entities. Other complex patterns helpful for the predic-
tions of missing facts, such as inter-rule correlations, are ignored. As
shown in Fig. 1, the extracted logic rule (sun, surroundedBy, planets)
∧ (planets, composedOf ,mass) → (sun, attract,mass) describes the
principle of the solar system. Given the fact that the solar sys-
tem, and atom system are correlated (since the “nucleus” is the
scale-down “sun” in the atom), the missing fact (nucleus, Surround-
edBy, electrons) and new rule (nucleus, surroundedBy, electrons) ∧
(electrons, composedOf , charges) → (nucleus, attract, charges) are
obtained easily through the analogy between the solar and atom
system. In this work, such correlations are extracted and modeled
to facilitate inductive KGE methods. By identifying inter-rule cor-
relations, our proposed method is able to discover most (more than
80%) of symmetric path (SP) rules used by VN network [16] and
other useful patterns in knowledge graphs (KGs) to further improve
embedding learning (see §4.1.3).
Challenge 2: Capturing the interactions among rule min-
ing, rule inference, and embedding. LAN [38] utilizes constant
logic rule confidences to measure neighboring relations’ useful-
ness, while VN network [16] employs the heuristic rule mining
method (i.e., AMIE+ [8]). In that case, prior work fails to capture
interactions among rule mining, rule inference, and embedding.
In fact, these three processes (i.e., rule mining, rule inference, and
embedding) benefit and complement each other. Specifically, rules
can infer missing facts more accurately with refined embeddings,
while predicted facts help to learn the embeddings of higher qual-
ity [11]. Besides, rule learning using KG embeddings can transform
the mining process from discrete graph search into calculations in
continuous spaces, reducing the search space remarkably [49]. In
this work, we design an iterative framework for rule mining, rule
inference, and embedding to incorporate the relations among the
above three stages, as Fig. 2 illustrates.
To address the two challenges listed above, we propose an induc-
tive knowledge embedding framework, named virtual neighbor
network with inter-rule correlations (VNC), to iteratively infer vir-
tual neighbors for the OOKG entities with logic rules and inter-rule
correlations. As Fig. 2 illustrates, VNC is composed of three main
stages: (i) rule mining, (ii) rule inference, and (iii) embedding. In
the rule mining process, to capture useful complex patterns in

KG, both logic rules and inter-rule correlations are extracted from
KGs, and assigned confidence scores via calculations over relation
embeddings. To alleviate the data sparsity problem, virtual neigh-
bors (VNs) of entities are inferred utilizing the deductive capability
of rules. By solving a convex rule-constrained problem, soft labels
of VNs are optimized. Next, the KG with softly predicted VNs is
input to the GNN-based encoder, which consists of structure-aware
and query-aware layers. Moreover, entity embeddings obtained by
aggregating neighbors in the encoder are taken as the initialization
for the embedding-based decoder. Finally, optimal entity and re-
lation embeddings are derived by minimizing the global loss over
observed and softly labeled fact triples. The above three processes
are conducted iteratively during training.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows: (i) We pro-
pose an inductive knowledge embedding paradigm, named VNC, to
address the OOKG entity problem. (ii)We develop an embedding-en-
hanced rule mining scheme to identify logic rules and inter-rule
correlations simultaneously. (iii) We design an iterative framework
to explore the interactions among rule mining, rule inference, and
embedding. (iv) Experimental results show that the proposed VNC
achieves state-of-the-art performance in both link prediction and
triple classification tasks.

2 RELATEDWORK
Knowledge graph completion. Knowledge graph completion
(KGC) methods have been extensively studied and mainly fall un-
der the embedding-based paradigm [34, 40]. The aim of knowledge
graph embedding (KGE)methods is to map the entities and relations
into continuous vector spaces and then measure the plausibility
of fact triples using score functions. Early work designs shallow
models solely relying on triples in the observed KGs [2, 3, 25]. One
line of recent works focus on devising more sophisticated triple
scoring functions, including TransH [43], TransR [20], RotatE [33],
DistMult [45], and Analogy [21]. Another line of recent methods
is to incorporate useful information beyond triples, including re-
lation paths [24, 47] and logic rules [7, 11, 26, 49]. Besides, deep
neural network based methods [6, 39, 42] and language model based
methods [37, 40] also show promising performance.
Inductive knowledge embedding. Despite the success in KGC
problem, the above KGE methods still focus on the transductive
settings, requiring all the test entities to be seen during training.
Motivated by the limitations of traditional KGE methods, recent
works [1, 5, 13, 38] take the known neighbors of the emerging enti-
ties as the inputs of inductive models. Hamaguchi et al. [13] employ
the graph neural network (GNN) and aggregate the pretrained rep-
resentations of the existing neighbors for unseen entities. To exploit
information of redundancy and query relations in the neighbor-
hood, LAN [38] utilizes a logic attention network as the aggrega-
tor. GEN [1] and HRFN [50] design meta-learning frameworks for
GNNs to simulate the unseen entities during meta-training. How-
ever, they utilize unseen-to-unseen triples, which are unavailable in
the OOKG entity problem. VN network [16] alleviates the data spar-
sity problem by inferring virtual neighbors for the OOKG entities.
In addition, InvTransE and InvRotatE [5] represent OOKG entities
with the optimal estimations of translational assumptions. Another
type of inductive methods represent unseen entities via learning
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Figure 1: An example of the OOKG entity problem. Our aim is to predict missing facts of the OOKG entities.

entity-independent semantics, including rule based [28] and GNN
based [4, 34] methods. However, the above methods focus on a
different inductive KGC task (i.e., completing an entirely new KG
during testing), and are not able to take advantage of embeddings
of known entities or inter-rule correlations. In our experiments, we
also conduct a comprehensive comparison between our proposed
model and entity-independent methods (see §6.3).

The most closely related work is MEAN [13], LAN [38], VN
network [16], InvTransE and InvRotatE [5]. These previous induc-
tive embedding methods ignore inter-rule correlations, and do not
capture interactions among rule mining, rule inference, and embed-
ding. In our proposed model VNC, to model useful complex patterns
in graphs, logic rules and inter-rule correlations are identified si-
multaneously. We design an iterative framework to incorporate
interactions among rule mining, rule inference, and embedding.

3 DEFINITIONS
Definition 3.1 (Knowledge graph). A knowledge graph K can be
regarded as a multi-relational graph, consisting of a set of observed
fact triples, i.e., O = {𝑡𝑜 }, where 𝑡𝑜 = (𝑒𝑖 , 𝑟𝑘 , 𝑒 𝑗 ). Each fact triple
consists of two entities 𝑒𝑖 , 𝑒 𝑗 ∈ E𝑜 , and one type of relation 𝑟𝑘 ∈ R,
where E𝑜 and R are the entity and relation sets respectively. For
each triple (𝑒𝑖 , 𝑟𝑘 , 𝑒 𝑗 ) ∈ K , we denote the reverse version of relation
𝑟𝑘 as 𝑟−1

𝑘
and add (𝑒 𝑗 , 𝑟−1𝑘

, 𝑒𝑖 ) to the original KG K .

Definition 3.2 (Out-of-knowledge-graph entity problem). Fol-
lowing [5, 13], we formulate the out-of-knowledge-graph (OOKG)
entity problem as follows. The auxiliary triple set AUX contains
the unseen entities E𝑢 = E𝑎𝑢𝑥/E𝑜 , and each triple in AUX con-
tains exactly one OOKG entity and one observed entity. And O is
observed during training, while the auxiliary triple set AUX con-
necting OOKG and observed entities is only accessible at test time.
Note that, no additional relations are involved in AUX. Given
AUX and O, the goal is to correctly identify missing fact triples
that involve the OOKG entities.

Definition 3.3 (Logic rules). For logic rules, following [7, 11], we
consider a set of first-order logic rules with different confidence
values for a give KG, represented as F logic = {(𝑓 logic𝑚 , _

logic
𝑚 )}𝑀

𝑚=1,
where 𝑓

logic
𝑚 is the𝑚-th logic rule. _logic𝑚 ∈ [0, 1] denotes its con-

fidence value, and rules with higher confidence values are more
likely to hold. Here, 𝑓 logic𝑚 is in the form of body → head. In this
paper, we restrict rules to be Horn clause rules, where the rule head
is a single atom, and the rule body is a conjunction of one or more
atoms. For example, such kind of logic rule can be:

(𝑥, surroundedBy, 𝑦) ∧ (𝑦, composedOf , 𝑧) → (𝑥, attract, 𝑧), (1)

where 𝑥 , 𝑦, 𝑧 are entity variables. Similar to previous rule learning
work [9, 11], we focus on closed-path (CP) rules to balance the
expressive power of mined rules and the efficiency of rule mining.

In a CP rule, the sequence of triples in the rule body forms a path
from the head entity variable to the tail entity variable of the rule
head. By replacing all variables with concrete entities in the given
KG, we obtain a grounding of the rule. For logic rule 𝑓

logic
𝑚 , we

denote the set of its groundings as Glogic
𝑚 = {𝑔logic𝑚𝑛 }𝑁𝑚

𝑛=1.

Definition 3.4 (Inter-rule correlations). In addition to logic rules,
we also consider a set of inter-rule correlations with different con-
fidence levels, denoted as F corr = {(𝑓 corr𝑣 , _corr𝑣 )}𝑉

𝑣=1, where 𝑓 corr𝑣

is the 𝑣-th inter-rule correlation and _corr𝑣 is the corresponding
confidence value. Based on the logic rule 𝑓 logic𝑚 , we define the cor-
responding inter-rule correlations as:

𝑓 corr𝑣mpq
: 𝑓 logic𝑚

path𝑞
(
𝑓
logic
𝑚 ,𝑓

′logic
mp

)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ 𝑓

′logic
mp , (2)

where 𝑓
′𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑐
𝑚𝑝 is the 𝑝-th “incomplete” logic rule in the same form

as 𝑓 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑐𝑚 but with one missing triple in the rule body. For exam-
ple, as Fig. 1 shows, the rule for the atom system are incomplete
since (𝑥, surroundedBy, 𝑦) in the logic rule (𝑥, surroundedBy, 𝑦) ∧
(𝑦, composedOf , 𝑧) → (𝑥, attract, 𝑧) is missing. Note that the rules
with only rule head missing are not regarded as the “incom-
plete” rules, because the missing rule head can be directly in-
ferred by extracted logic rules. The 𝑞-th inter-rule path between
the logic rule 𝑓

logic
𝑚 and incomplete rule 𝑓

′logic
mp is represented as

follows: path𝑞 (𝑓
logic
𝑚 , 𝑓 ′logicmp) : (𝑥1, 𝑟1, 𝑥2) ∧ (𝑥2, 𝑟2, 𝑥3) ∧ · · · ∧

(𝑥𝑘 , 𝑟𝑘 , 𝑥𝑘+1), where 𝑟𝑖 ∈ R denotes a relation in KG and 𝑥𝑖 is the
entity variable. To represent the correlations between rules, we
assume that the inter-rule path only exists between entities of the
same position in two rules. For example, in Fig. 1, the inter-rule
path is (sun, scaleDown, nucleus) indicating that the nucleus is the
scaled-down sun in the atom system. Similar to the logic rules,
we obtain the set of groundings Gcorr

𝑣 = {𝑔corrvw }𝑊𝑣

𝑤=1 for 𝑓 corr𝑣 by
replacing variables with concrete entities.

Definition 3.5 (Virtual neighbors). To address the data sparsity
problem, we introduce virtual neighbors into the original KG. As
mentioned above, virtual neighbors are inferred by the extracted
rules (i.e., logic rules and inter-rule correlations). Specifically, if
a triple (𝑒′

𝑖
, 𝑟 ′
𝑘
, 𝑒′

𝑗
) inferred by rules does not exist in either the

observed triple set O or auxiliary triple set AUX, we suppose
that 𝑒′

𝑖
and 𝑒′

𝑗
are the virtual neighbors to each other. In our paper,

we denote the set containing such kind of triples asVN = {𝑡𝑣𝑛},
where 𝑡𝑣𝑛 is a triple with the virtual neighbors.

4 METHOD
In this section, we describe the VNC framework, our proposed
method for the OOKG entity problem. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the
framework has three stages: rule mining (§4.1), rule inference (§4.2),
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and embedding (§4.3). In the rule mining stage, Given the knowl-
edge graph, the rule pool is first generated by searching plausi-
ble paths, and confidence values are calculated using the current
relation embeddings R. Then, in the rule inference stage, a new
triple set with virtual neighbors VN = {𝑡vn} is inferred from rule
groundings. And each predicted triple 𝑡vn is assgined a soft label
𝑠 (𝑡vn) ∈ [0, 1] by solving a rule-constrained optimization problem.
The knowledge graph with virtual neighbors is inputted into GNN-
based encoder consisting of both structure and query aware layers.
Next, with the entity embeddings E = H𝑂 , where H𝑂 is the output
of GNN layers, the embedding-based decoder projects relations into
embeddings R and calculate the truth level 𝜙 (·) for each fact triple
as follows (take DistMult [45] as an example):

𝜙 (𝑒𝑖 , 𝑟𝑘 , 𝑒 𝑗 ) = e𝑇𝑖 R𝑘e𝑗 , (3)

where e𝑖 , e𝑗 are the normalized entity embeddings for entity 𝑒𝑖 and
𝑒 𝑗 respectively, and R𝑘 is a diagonal matrix for relation 𝑟𝑘 . These
three stages are conducted iteratively during training (see §4.4).

4.1 Rule mining
Given the observed knowledge graph, rule mining stage first gen-
erates a pool of logic rules by finding possible paths. Then, based
on the complete logic rules, inter-rule correlations are discovered
by searching incomplete rules and inter-rule paths. Finally, the
confidence values are computed using relation embeddings.

4.1.1 Rule pool generation. Before computing confidence scores,
rules should be extracted from the observed KG.

For logic rules, we are only interested in closed-path (CP) rules.
Therefore, given the rule head, the search for candidate logic rules
is reduced to finding plausible paths for rule bodies. Specifically,
one of fact triples in the observed KG K (e.g., (𝑒1, 𝑟 , 𝑒2) ∈ O)
is first taken as the candidate rule head, and then the possible
paths between the head entity and tail entity of the rule head (e.g.,
(𝑒1, 𝑟1, 𝑒3) ∧ (𝑒3, 𝑟2, 𝑒2)) is extracted. In this way, the candidate logic
rule (𝑥, 𝑟1, 𝑧) ∧ (𝑧, 𝑟2, 𝑦) → (𝑥, 𝑟,𝑦) is induced from the given KG.
For computational efficiency, we restrict the length of paths in rule
bodies to at most 2 (i.e., the length of rules is restricted to at most 3).
Note that, there may still exist numerous redundant and low quality
rules in the above extraction process. Therefore, following [9, 49],
further filtering is conducted, and only rules with support > 1,
head coverage > 𝛼𝐻𝐶 , and standard confidence > 𝛼𝑆𝐶 are selected,
where 𝛼𝐻𝐶 and 𝛼𝑆𝐶 are preset thresholds.

Based on mined logic rules, there are two steps for generat-
ing possible inter-rule correlations: (i) Finding incomplete rules.
To this end, our aim is to identify all the “incomplete” rules for
the mined logic rules. Specifically, given the𝑚-th logic rule 𝑓 logic𝑚

in K , a set of “incomplete” logic rules {𝑓 ′logic𝑚𝑝 } in the same form

as 𝑓
logic
𝑚 but with one missing triple in the rule body is recog-

nized in this step. For example, for the logic rule of length 2 (e.g.,
(𝑥, 𝑟1, 𝑦) → (𝑥, 𝑟,𝑦)), there exists only one “incomplete” logic rule
(e.g., (𝑥, 𝑟1, 𝑦) → (𝑥, 𝑟,𝑦) with (𝑥, 𝑟1, 𝑦) missing). (ii) Searching
plausible inter-rule paths. To extract inter-rule paths, we first
obtain groundings of logic rules and “incomplete” rules by replacing
variables with concrete entities. For example, a grounding of logic
rule (𝑥, 𝑟1, 𝑧) ∧ (𝑧, 𝑟2, 𝑦) → (𝑥, 𝑟,𝑦) can be (𝑒1, 𝑟1, 𝑒2) ∧ (𝑒2, 𝑟2, 𝑒3)

→ (𝑒1, 𝑟 , 𝑒3), and a grounding of the corresponding “incomplete”
rules can be (𝑒′1, 𝑟1, 𝑒

′
2) ∧ (𝑒′2, 𝑟2, 𝑒

′
3) → (𝑒′1, 𝑟 , 𝑒

′
3), where 𝑒𝑖 , 𝑒

′
𝑖
∈ E𝑜

and (𝑒′1, 𝑟1, 𝑒
′
2) ∉ O. Then, the paths between entities of the same

position in logic and “incomplete” rules (e.g., paths between 𝑒1
and 𝑒′1) are searched. Here, we estimate the reliability of inter-rule
paths using the path-constraint resource allocation (PCRA) algo-
rithm [19], and keep paths with Reliability > 𝛼𝑃𝐶𝑅𝐴 , where 𝛼𝑃𝐶𝑅𝐴
is the threshold for the path reliability. For computational efficiency,
the length of inter-rule paths is limited to at most 3. In the next step,
similar to mining logic rules, we filter out inter-rule correlations of
low quality with support, head coverage, and standard confidence.

4.1.2 Confidence computation. Given the generated rule pool and
current relation embedding R, the confidence computation assigns
a score _𝑚 for each extracted rule 𝑓𝑚 .

For each logic rule, the rule body and rule head can be considered
as two associated paths. Inspiring by previous works [27, 49], the
confidence level of each logic rule can be measured by the similarity
between paths of the rule body and rule head. To be specific, suppose
the path of the rule body pathbody : (𝑥1, 𝑟1, 𝑥2) ∧ (𝑥2, 𝑟2, 𝑥3) ∧ · · · ∧
(𝑥𝑘 , 𝑟𝑘 , 𝑥𝑘+1), and the path of the rule head pathhead : (𝑥1, 𝑟 , 𝑥𝑘+1),
the corresponding confidence level _𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑐𝑚 is calculated as follows:

_
logic
𝑚 = sim(pathbody, pathhead ), (4)

where pathbody and pathhead are embeddings for the paths of the
rule body and rule head, respectively. And sim(·) is the similar-
ity function. In VNC, we consider a variety of methods based on
translating or bilinear operations in the embedding stage. Thus, we
define two kinds of similarity functions and path representations
for different embedding methods. For translational decoders (e.g.,
TransE), the path representations and similarity function in Eq. 4
are defined as follows:

pathbody = r1 + r2 + · · · + r𝑘 , pathhead = r,

_
logic
𝑚 = | |pathbody − pathhead | |2,

(5)

where r𝑖 and r are vector embeddings for relation 𝑟𝑖 and 𝑟 , and
similarity function is defined by the 𝐿2-norm. For bilinear decoders
(e.g., DistMult), the path representations and similarity function in
Eq. 4 are defined as follows:

pathbody = M𝑟1 + M𝑟2 + · · · + M𝑟𝑘 ,

pathhead = M𝑟 ,

_
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑐
𝑚 = | |pathbody − pathhead | |𝐹 ,

(6)

where M𝑟𝑖 and M𝑟 are matrix embeddings for relation 𝑟𝑖 and 𝑟 , and
similarity function is defined by the Frobenius norm.

On this basis, we calculate confidence scores of inter-rule corre-
lations. Specifically, for inter-rule correlation in Eq. 2, we consider
the confidences of logic rule and “incomplete” rule simultaneously,
and define the confidence level _corr𝑣mpq

for inter-rule correlation 𝑓 corr𝑣mpq

as follows:
_corr𝑣mpq

= _
logic
𝑚 · _′logicmp , (7)

where _logic𝑚 and _′logic𝑚𝑝 are the confidences of logic rule 𝑓 logic𝑚 and

“incomplete” rule 𝑓 ′logic𝑚𝑝 , respectively. The confidence _′logic𝑚𝑝 of “in-

complete” rule 𝑓 ′logic𝑚𝑝 is regarded as the probability of inferring the
missing triple using the observed path (from the head entity to the
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Figure 2: An overview of VNC. VNC has three main stages: rule mining, rule inference, and embedding.

tail entity of the missing triple). For example, the confidence _′logic𝑚𝑝

for “incomplete” rule 𝑓 ′logic𝑚𝑝 : (𝑥1, 𝑟1, 𝑥2) ∧ (𝑥2, 𝑟2, 𝑥3) → (𝑥1, 𝑟 , 𝑥3)
(with (𝑥1, 𝑟1, 𝑥2) missing) is computed as (for bilinear decoders):
_
′logic
𝑚𝑝 = ∥M𝑟 +M𝑟 −12

−M𝑟1 ∥𝐹 , where M𝑟 −1
𝑖

is the matrix embedding
for the reverse version of the relation 𝑟𝑖 . Since unreliable paths are
filtered out during rule pool generation, the reliability of inter-rule
path is not considered.

4.1.3 Discussion: relation to symmetric path rules. In VN net-
work [16], to capture long-distance semantic similarities between
entities, symmetric path (SP) rules in KGs are identified. In fact,
many symmetric path rules can be transformed into inter-rule
correlations. For example, the SP rule shown in Fig. 3(a) can be rep-
resented by the inter-rule correlation in Fig. 3(b), since symmetric
paths in the rule body and head share several entities and relations.
Motivated by this, as Fig. 3(c) and 3(d) shows, we count the number
of the shared rules (blue bars) used by VN network and VNC on
FB15K Subject 20 and WN18 Subject 20. The results indicate that
the VNC framework is capable of extracting most of the symmetric
path rules (more than 80%), and identifying abundant graph pat-
terns to further alleviate the data sparsity problem, and improve
the embedding quality.

4.2 Rule inference
In the rule inference stage, given the extracted rules, our goal is to
infer a new triple set with virtual neighbors VN and assign a soft
label 𝑠 (𝑡𝑣𝑛) to each predicted triple 𝑡𝑣𝑛 ∈ VN .

4.2.1 Rule modeling. To predict a new triple 𝑡𝑣𝑛 ∈ VN , we re-
place variables in extracted rules with concrete entities to obtain
rule groundings. To model rule groundings, we adopt t-norm based
fuzzy logics [12]. The key idea here is to compute the truth level of
a grounding rule using the truth levels of its constituent triples and
logical connectives (e.g., ∧ and →). Following [11, 12], logical con-
nectives associated with the logical conjunction (∧), disjunction(∨),
and negation (¬) are defined as follows:

𝐼 (𝑎 ∧ 𝑏 ) = 𝐼 (𝑎) · 𝐼 (𝑏 ),
𝐼 (𝑎 ∨ 𝑏 ) = 𝐼 (𝑎) + 𝐼 (𝑏 ) − 𝐼 (𝑎) · 𝐼 (𝑏 ),
𝐼 (¬𝑎) = 1 − 𝐼 (𝑎),

(8)
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Figure 3: (a) and (b) are examples of SP rules and inter-rule
correlations, respectively; (c) and (d) demonstrate the inter-
section between SP rules and inter-rule correlations.

where 𝑎 and 𝑏 denote logical expressions, which can be the atom
triple or multiple triples combined by logical connectives. 𝐼 (·) is
the truth level function. If 𝑎 = (𝑒1, 𝑟1, 𝑒2) is a single triple, 𝐼 (𝑎) is
defined by Eq. 3, i.e., 𝐼 (𝑎) = 𝜙 (𝑒1, 𝑟1, 𝑒2). For combined multiple
triples, we can calculate the truth value using Eq. 8 recursively.
For example, for a rule grounding 𝑎 → 𝑏, the truth value can be
computed as: 𝐼 (𝑎 → 𝑏) = 𝐼 (¬𝑎 ∨ 𝑏) = 𝐼 (𝑎) · 𝐼 (𝑏) − 𝐼 (𝑎) + 1.

4.2.2 Soft label prediction. In this stage, our goal is to assign a soft
label 𝑠 (𝑥𝑣𝑛) ∈ [0, 1] for each triple 𝑡𝑣𝑛 ∈ VN , using the current
KG embeddings (i.e., E and R) and rule groundings (i.e., G𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑐 and
G𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 ). To this end, we establish and solve a rule-constrained opti-
mization problem. Here, the optimal soft label 𝑠 (𝑡vn) should keep
close to truth level 𝐼 (𝑡vn), while constrained by the rule groundings.
For the first characteristic, we minimize a square loss over the soft
label 𝑠 (𝑡𝑣𝑛) and truth level 𝐼 (𝑡vn). For the second characteristic, we
impose rule constraints on the predicted soft labelsS = {𝑠 (𝑡vn)}. To
be specific, given a rule 𝑓𝑚 and soft labels S, rule groundings 𝑔mn
is expected to be true, i.e., 𝐼 (𝑔mn |S) = 1 with confidence _𝑚 . Here,
the conditional truth level 𝐼 (𝑔𝑚𝑛 |S) can be calculated recursively
using the logical connectives in Eq. 8. Specifically, for each logic rule
grounding 𝑔logic𝑚𝑛 : (𝑒𝑖 , 𝑟𝑏 , 𝑒 𝑗 ) → (𝑒𝑖 , 𝑟ℎ, 𝑒 𝑗 ), where (𝑒𝑖 , 𝑟𝑏 , 𝑒 𝑗 ) ∈ O
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and (𝑒𝑖 , 𝑟ℎ, 𝑒 𝑗 ) ∈ VN , the conditional truth level 𝐼 (𝑔logic𝑚𝑛 |S) is cal-
culated as: 𝐼 (𝑔logic𝑚𝑛 |S) = 𝐼 (𝑒𝑖 , 𝑟𝑏 , 𝑒 𝑗 ) · 𝑠 (𝑒𝑖 , 𝑟ℎ, 𝑒 𝑗 ) − 𝐼 (𝑒𝑖 , 𝑟𝑏 , 𝑒 𝑗 ) + 1,
where 𝐼 (𝑒𝑖 , 𝑟𝑏 , 𝑒 𝑗 ) is the truth level defined in Eq. 3 computed
using the current embedding, while 𝑠 (𝑒𝑖 , 𝑟ℎ, 𝑒 𝑗 ) is a soft label
to infer. Similarly, for each grounding of inter-rule correlations
𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑤 : 𝑔logic

𝑏
→ 𝑔′logicℎ , where 𝑔

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑐

𝑏
is a logic rule grounding and

𝑔′logicℎ is a grounding for the corresponding “incomplete” logic
rule, the conditional truth level 𝐼 (𝑔corr𝑣𝑤 |S) can be computed as:

𝐼 (𝑔corr𝑣𝑤 |S) = 𝐼 (𝑔logic
𝑏

) · 𝐼 (𝑔′logic
ℎ

|S) − 𝐼 (𝑔logic
𝑏

) + 1, (9)

where 𝐼 (𝑔logic
𝑏

) is the truth level for the logic rule grounding 𝑔logic
𝑏

,

and 𝐼 (𝑔′𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑐
ℎ

|S) denotes the conditional truth level for the “incom-

plete” logic rule grounding𝑔′logic
ℎ

. Since triples in𝑔logic
𝑏

are observed

in KG, we suppose 𝐼 (𝑔logic
𝑏

) = 1 for simplicity. Similar to Eq. 4.2.2,

the conditional truth level 𝐼 (𝑔′logic
ℎ

|S) can be computed recursively
according to logical connectives.

Combining two characteristics, we introduce the slack variables
b
logic
𝑚𝑛 and bcorrvws , and establish the following optimization problem
to obtain the optimal soft labels:

min
𝑆,b

1
2
·

∑︁
𝑡𝑣𝑛 ∈VN

(𝑠 (𝑡𝑣𝑛 ) − 𝐼 (𝑡𝑣𝑛 ) )2 +𝐶 ·
(∑︁
𝑚,𝑛

b
logic
𝑚𝑛 +

∑︁
𝑣,𝑤

b corr𝑣𝑤

)
such that _logic𝑚 (1 − 𝐼 (𝑔logic𝑚𝑛 |𝑆 ) ) ≤ b

logic
𝑚𝑛

_corr𝑣 (1 − 𝐼 (𝑔corr𝑣𝑤 |𝑆 ) ) ≤ b corr𝑣𝑤

b
logic
𝑚𝑛 ≥ 0, b corr𝑣𝑤 ≥ 0, 0 ≤ 𝑠 (𝑡𝑣𝑛 ) ≤ 1,

(10)

where 𝐶 is the constant penalty parameter, and _logic𝑚 and _corr𝑣 are
the confidence values for logic rule 𝑓 logic𝑚 and inter-rule correlation
𝑓 corr𝑣 respectively. Note that, for the optimization problem in Eq. 10,
all the constraints are linear functions w.r.t 𝑠 (𝑡vn), and this kind of
the optimization problem is convex [11]. Therefore, we can obtain
the closed-form solution for this problem:

𝑠 (𝑡𝑣𝑛 ) =
[
𝐼 (𝑡vn ) +𝐶 ·

(∑︁
𝑚,𝑛

_
logic
𝑚 ∇𝑠 (𝑡vn ) 𝐼 (𝑔

logic
𝑚𝑛 |𝑆 )

+
∑︁
𝑣,𝑤

_corr𝑣 ∇𝑠 (𝑡vn ) 𝐼 (𝑔
corr
𝑣𝑤 |𝑆 )

)]1
0

,

(11)

where ∇𝑠 (𝑡vn ) 𝐼 (𝑔
logic
𝑚𝑛 |𝑆) and ∇𝑠 (𝑡vn ) 𝐼 (𝑔corr𝑣𝑤 |𝑆) denote the gradients

of 𝐼 (𝑔logic𝑚𝑛 |𝑆) and 𝐼 (𝑔corr𝑣𝑤 |𝑆) w.r.t 𝑠 (𝑡vn) respectively, which are both
constants. [·]10 = min(max(𝑥, 0), 1) is a truncation function.

4.3 Embedding
In the embedding stage, the knowledge graph with softly labeled
virtual neighbors is inputted into the GNN-based encoder and
embedding-based decoder. In this way, entities and relations in
KG are projected into embeddings E and R.

4.3.1 GNN-based encoder. Similar to previous works [16, 38], our
encoder consists of several structure aware layers and one query
aware layer. To model connectivity structures of the given KG, we
adopt weighted graph convolutional network (WGCN) [30] as the
structure aware layers. In each layer, different relation types are

assigned distinct attention weights. The 𝑙-th structure aware layer
can be formulated as follows:

a(𝑙 )
𝑖

= W(𝑙 ) · ©«
∑︁

(𝑒𝑖 ,𝑟 ,𝑒 𝑗 ) ∈O∪VN
𝛼
(𝑙 )
𝑟 h(𝑙−1)

𝑗

ª®¬ ,
h(𝑙 )
𝑖

= tanh
(
a(𝑙 )
𝑖

+ h(𝑙−1)
𝑖

W(𝑙 )
)
,

(12)

where 𝛼𝑟 are the attention weights for relation 𝑟 . h(𝑙 )
𝑖

is the em-
bedding of entity 𝑒𝑖 at the 𝑙 th layer. W(𝑙 ) is the connection matrix
for the 𝑙 th layer. Here, we randomly initialize the input entity
embedding h(0)

𝑖
during training. Besides the structure information,

given the query relation in each inputted triple, an ideal aggre-
gator is able to focus on the relevant facts in the neighborhood.
To this end, the importances of neighbors are calculated based on
the neural network mechanism [38]. Specifically, given a query
relation 𝑟𝑞 ∈ R, the importance of the neighbor 𝑒 𝑗 to entity 𝑒𝑖 is cal-

culated as: 𝛼NN
𝑗 |𝑖,𝑞 = softmax(𝛽 𝑗 |𝑖,𝑞) =

exp(𝛽 𝑗 |𝑖,𝑞 )∑
(𝑒𝑖 ,𝑟𝑞,𝑒𝑗 ′ ) ∈O∪VN exp(𝛽 𝑗 ′ |𝑖,𝑞 ) ,

where the unnormalized attention weight 𝛽 𝑗 |𝑖,𝑞 can be computed
as: 𝛽 𝑗 |𝑖,𝑞 = LeakyReLU(u · [W𝑒h𝑖 ;W𝑞z𝑞 ;W𝑒h𝑗 ]), where u, W𝑒 ,
and W𝑞 are the attention parameters, and z𝑞 is the relation-specific
parameter for query relation 𝑟𝑞 . LeakyReLU(·) is the activation
function of the leaky rectified linear unit [44]. On this basis, we can
formulate the query aware layer as follows:

h𝑂𝑖 =
∑︁

(𝑒𝑖 ,𝑟 ,𝑒 𝑗 ) ∈O∪VN
𝛼NN
𝑗 |𝑖,𝑞 · h𝐼𝑗 , (13)

where h𝐼
𝑗
is the input embedding for the entity 𝑒 𝑗 from the last

structure aware layer. h𝑂
𝑖
is the output embedding for the entity 𝑒𝑖

for the decoder. Note that, in the testing process, we apply the en-
coder on the auxiliary triples, and initialize the input representation
h(0)
𝑖′ for the OOKG entity 𝑒𝑖′ as the zero vector.

4.3.2 Embedding-based decoder. Given entity embeddings from
the GNN-based encoder (i.e., E = H𝑂 , where H𝑂 is the output of
the encoder), the decoder aims to learn relation embeddings R, and
compute the truth level 𝜙 (𝑡) for each triple 𝑡 . We evaluate various
embedding methods in our experiments, including DistMult [45],
TransE [2], ConvE [6], and Analogy [21] (see §7.2).

4.4 Training algorithm
To refine the current KG embeddings, a global loss over facts with
hard and soft labels is utilized in the VNC framework. In this stage,
we randomly corrupt the head or tail entity of an observed triple
to form a negative triple. In this way, in addition to triples with
soft labels VN = {𝑡𝑣𝑛}, we collect the observed and negative fact
triples with hard labels, i.e., L = {𝑥𝑙 , 𝑦𝑙 }, where 𝑦𝑙 ∈ {0, 1} is the
hard label of the triples. To learn the optimal KG embeddings E and
R, a global loss function over L andVN is:

min
E,R

1
| L |

∑︁
L

𝑙 (𝐼 (𝑡𝑙 ), 𝑦𝑙 ) +
1

|VN|
∑︁
VN

𝑙 (𝐼 (𝑡𝑣𝑛 ), 𝑠 (𝑡𝑣𝑛 ) ), (14)

where we adopt the cross entropy 𝑙 (𝑥,𝑦) = −𝑦 log𝑥 − (1 −
𝑦) log (1 − 𝑥). 𝐼 (·) is the truth level function. We use Adam [17] to
minimize the global loss function. In this case, the resultant KG
embeddings fit the observed facts while constrained by rules. Algo-
rithm 1 summarizes the training process of VNC. Before training,
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Algorithm 1 Training algorithm of VNC.
Require: Triples with hard labels L; randomly initialized entity and rela-

tion embeddings E and R; parameters Θ for encoder and decoder.
Ensure: The extracted rule set Flogic and Fcorr ; trained encoder and de-

coder; optimal embeddings E and R;
1: Generate rule pools, and filter out rules of low quality;
2: while Training process not terminated do
3: Compute rule confidences _logic and _corr , and form rule sets Flogic

and Fcorr (Eq. 4 and 7);
4: Find rule groundings Glogic and Gcorr ;
5: Infer VN = {𝑡vn } and compute the truth level 𝐼 (𝑡vn ) for each

triple 𝑡vn (Eq. 3);
6: Calculate the conditional truth level 𝐼 (𝑔 |S) (Eq. 9);
7: Obtain the optimal soft labels S = {𝑠 (𝑡vn ) } (Eq. 10 and 11);
8: Obtain embeddings E and R (Eq. 3, 12, and 13);
9: Compute the global loss over L and VN (Eq. 14);
10: Update E, R and Θ;
11: end while

rule pools are generated by finding plausible paths, and rules of
low quality are filtered out (line 1). In each training step, we com-
pute rules _logic and _corr using current relation embeddings to
form rule sets F logic and F corr (line 3). Then, in the rule inference
stage, we infer new triplesVN = {𝑡vn} using rule groundings, and
assign a soft label 𝑠𝑡vn to each predicted fact triples by solving a
rule constrained optimization problem (line 4-6). Next, the knowl-
edge graph with virtual neighbors is inputted into the GNN-based
encoder and embedding-based decoder. In this way, relations and
entities are mapped into embeddings (line 7). Finally, the overall
loss over fact triples with hard and soft labels is obtained (line 8-9),
and embeddings as well as model parameters are updated (line 10).

5 EXPERIMENTS
Research questions. We aim to answer the following research
questions: (RQ1) Does VNC outperform state-of-the-art methods
on the OOKG entity problem? (See §6.1–§6.3.) (RQ2) How do the
inter-rule correlations and iterative framework contribute to the
performance? (See §7.1.) (RQ3) What is the influence of the decoder,
embedding dimension, and penalty parameter on the performance?
(See §7.2.) (RQ4) Is VNC able to identify useful inter-rule correla-
tions in the knowledge graph? (See §7.3.)
Datasets. We evaluate VNC on three widely used datasets:
YAGO37 [11], FB15K [2], andWN11 [32]. For link prediction, we use
three benchmark datasets: YAGO37 and FB15K.We create Subject-R
and Object-R from each benchmark dataset, varying OOKG entities’
proportion (𝑅) as 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, and 25% following [38]. For
triple classification, we directly use the datasets released in [13]
based on WN11, including Head-𝑁 , Tail-𝑁 and Both-𝑁 , where
𝑁 = {1000, 3000, 5000} testing triples are randomly sampled to con-
struct new datasets. Tab. 1 gives detailed statistics of the datasets.
Baselines.We compare the performance of VNC against the fol-
lowing baselines: (i) MEAN [13] utilizes the graph neural net-
work (GNN) and generates embeddings of OOKG entities with
simple pooling functions. (ii) LSTM [38] is a simple extension of
MEAN, where the LSTM network [14] is used due to its large ex-
pressive capability. (iii) LAN [38] uses a logic attention network as

Table 1: Descriptive statistics of the datasets.
Dataset Entities Relations Training Validation Test

YAGO37 123,189 37 989,132 50,000 50,000
FB15K 14,951 1,345 483,142 50,000 59,071
WN11 38,696 11 112,581 2,609 10,544

the aggregator to capture information of redundancy and query re-
lations in the neighborhood. (iv) GEN [1] develops a meta-learning
framewrok to simulate the unseen entities during meta-training.
(v) VN network [16] infers additional virtual neighbors for OOKG
entities to alleviate the data sparsity problem. (vi) InvTransE and
InvRotatE [5] obtain optimal estimations of OOKG entity embed-
dings with translational assumptions. Besides, we also compare
VNC with the following entity-independent embedding methods.
(i) DRUM [28] designs an end-to-end rule mining framework via
the connection between tensor completion and the estimation of
confidence scores. (ii) GraIL [34] is a GNN framework that rea-
sons over local subgraphs and learns entity-independent relational
semantics. (iii) TACT [4] incorporates seven types of semantic cor-
relations between relations with the existing inductive methods. For
entity-independent methods, the training sets are considered as the
original KGs while training sets with auxiliary facts are regarded
as the new KGs during testing.
Evaluationmetrics. For the link prediction task, we report filtered
Mean Rank (MR), Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), and Hits at 𝑛
(Hits@𝑛), where filtered metrics are computed after removing all
the other positive triples that appear in either training, validation, or
test set during ranking. For the triple classification task, models are
measured by classifying a fact triple as true or false, and Accuracy
is applied to assess the proportion of correct triple classifications.
Implementation details.We fine-tune hyper-parameters based
on validation performance. Encoders and decoders have 200 dimen-
sions. Learning rate, dropout, and regularization are set to 0.02, 0.2,
and 0.01. 𝐶 is maintained at 1. The GNN-based encoder comprises
two structure-aware layers and one query-aware layer, while Dist-
Mult serves as the decoder. For WN18, 𝛼𝐻𝐶 and 𝛼𝑆𝐶 are 0.3; for
FB15K, they are 0.5. Optimal values for 𝛼𝐻𝐶 and 𝛼𝑆𝐶 on YAGO37
and WN11 are 0.01. Across all datasets, 𝛼𝑃𝐶𝑅𝐴 is set to 0.01.

6 RESULTS
6.1 Link prediction (RQ1)
Tab. 2 and Fig. 4 show the experimental outcomes for the link
prediction task. Based on the experimental results, we have the
following observations: (i) Link predictions for OOKG entities are
challenging, and for most baselines, the Hits@n and MRR are less
than 0.7. In contrast, the proposed VNC is able to effectively infer
missing fact triples for unseen entities. (ii) The proposed model
VNC consistently outperforms state-of-the-art baselines and VN
network over all the datasets. Compared to the baseline models,
VNC achieves considerable increases in all metrics, including MR,
MRR, Hits@10, Hits@3, and Hits@1. That is, identifying inter-rule
correlations and capturing interactions among rule mining, rule in-
ference, and embedding substantially enhance the performance for
OOKG entities. (iii) When the ratio of the unseen entities increases
and observed KGs become sparser, VNC is still able to accurately
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predict missing triples for OOKG entities. In Fig. 4, we show the
results of link prediction experiments on datasets with different
sample rates 𝑅. As the number of unseen entities increases, VNC
still maintains the highest Hits@10 scores, indicating its robustness
on sparse KGs. In summary, recognizing inter-rule correlations in
KGs and designing an iterative framework for rule and embedding
learning is able to strengthen the performance.

6.2 Triple classification (RQ1)
To further evaluate VNC, we conduct triple classification on the
WN11 dataset. Based on the evaluation results in Tab. 3, we observe
that VNC achieves state-of-the-art results on the triple classification
task. With shallow pooling functions, MEAN and LSTM lead to the
lowest accuracy. Meanwhile, other baseline models are hindered by
the data sparsity problem, and ignoring complex patterns in graphs
and interactions between rule and embedding learning. In contrast,
VNC infers virtual neighbors for OOKG entities and mine logic
rules and inter-rule correlations from KGs in an iterative manner,
which results in the highest accuracies over all the datasets.

6.3 Comparisons with entity-independent
methods (RQ1)

In addition to the entity-specific baselines, we compare VNC against
entity-independent methods . Tab. 4 shows the evaluation results
on FB15K Subject-10. We draw the following conclusions: (i) In
comparison with entity-independent methods, the state-of-the-art
entity-specific frameworks perform better, demonstrating the im-
portance of embeddings of known entities. Compared to DRUM,
GraIL, and TACT, entity-specific embeddingmodels, including GEN,
InvTransE, InvRotatE, VN network, and VNC, utilize pretrained
embeddings of observed entities and attain huge performance en-
hancements. (ii) VNC outperforms both entity-independent and
entity-specific embedding methods, and achieves the best perfor-
mance. This is, for OOKG entities, identifying inter-rule correla-
tions in KGs and aggregating embeddings of neighborhood entities
facilitate predictions of missing facts. In summary, extracting inter-
rule correlations iteratively and integrating with embeddings of
observed entities benefits the OOKG entity problem.

7 ANALYSIS
7.1 Ablation studies (RQ2)
To evaluate the effectiveness of each component in the VNC frame-
work, we conduct ablation studies on the link prediction task. The
results are shown in Tab. 5. When only employing the GNN-based
encoder and embedding-based decoder (“no rules”), all metrics suf-
fer a severe drop. In the “hard rules” setting, virtual neighbors are
directly inferred by logic rules instead of soft label predictions.
Compared to the “no rules” settings, predicting virtual neighbors
with hard logic rules effectively alleviates the data sparsity problem.
To examine the necessity of the iterative framework, we extract
logic rules and learn knowledge embeddings simultaneously in
the “soft rules” setting. The results show that the iterative frame-
work captures interactions among rule mining, rule inference, and
embedding, and gains considerable improvements over the model

Figure 4: Link prediction results on YAGO37 and FB15K.

with hard logic rules. Moreover, compared with the “soft rules” set-
ting, VNC further improves the performance by identifying inter-
rule correlations in KG. In short, both inter-rule correlations and
the iterative framework contribute to the improvements in perfor-
mance. We also consider two model variants, VNC (AMIE+) and
VNC (IterE), with different rule mining frameworks AMIE+ [8]
and IterE [49], respectively. VNC (AMIE+) mines logic rules with
AMIE+, and keeps confidence scores of logic rules unchanged dur-
ing the training process. VNC (IterE) assumes the truth values of
triples existing in KGs to be 1, and then calculates soft labels recur-
sively using Eq. 8 instead of solving the optimization problem in
Eq. 10. The results in Tab. 5 show that the proposed iterative frame-
work in VNC outperforms other rule mining methods, indicating
the effectiveness of VNC.

7.2 Influence of decoder (RQ3)
To assess the impact of various decoders on performance, we exam-
ine four types of embedding-based decoders, including TransE [2],
ConvE [6], Analogy [21], and DistMult [45], regarding their ef-
fectiveness in the link prediction task. According to the results
in Tab. 6, VNC using the TransE decoder demonstrates the lowest
performance, while VNC with DistMult achieves the highest perfor-
mance. In comparison to translational models, the bilinear scoring
function-based decoder is more compatible with our framework.

7.3 Case studies (RQ4)
For RQ4, we conduct case studies on VNC, and Tab. 7 shows exam-
ples of the inter-rule correlations on YAGO37. In the first example,
from the logic rule and inter-rule path, it is easy to find that “George”
is the director and producer of “Young Bess” and “Cass Timberlane”.
Similarly, the second example shows that the children usually have
the same citizenship as their parents. Note that, the above missing
facts can not be directly inferred by either logic rules or symmetric
path rules [16]. Thus, by identifying useful inter-rule correlations,
VNC is able to model complex patterns in the knowledge graph
and facilitate embedding learning.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we focus on predicting missing facts for out-of-
knowledge-graph (OOKG) entities. Previous work for this task still
suffers from two key challenges: identifying inter-rule correlations,
and capturing the interactions within rule and embedding learn-
ing. To address these problems, we propose a novel framework,
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Table 2: Link prediction results on YAGO37 and FB15K. Significant improvements over the best baseline are marked with ∗
(t-test, 𝑝 < 0.05).

YAGO37 FB15K

Subject-10 Object-10 Subject-10 Object-10

Model MR MRR Hits@10 Hits@3 Hits@1 MR MRR Hits@10 Hits@3 Hits@1 MR MRR Hits@10 Hits@3 Hits@1 MR MRR Hits@10 Hits@3 Hits@1

MEAN 2393 21.5 42.0 24.2 17.8 4763 17.8 35.2 17.5 12.1 293 31.0 48.0 34.8 22.2 353 25.1 41.0 28.0 17.1
LSTM 3148 19.4 37.9 20.3 15.9 5031 14.2 30.9 16.1 11.8 353 25.4 42.9 29.6 16.2 504 21.9 37.3 24.6 14.3
LAN 1929 24.7 45.4 26.2 19.4 4372 19.7 36.2 19.3 13.2 263 39.4 56.6 44.6 30.2 461 31.4 48.2 35.7 22.7
GEN 2259 46.9 62.5 52.5 39.3 4258 36.2 54.5 42.3 27.7 165 47.5 66.2 54.3 38.7 201 44.1 54.7 43.8 31.8
InvTransE 2308 44.9 59.7 50.2 37.7 4438 35.0 52.6 40.9 26.8 218 46.2 60.4 50.3 38.5 315 35.7 48.7 38.4 29.0
InvRotatE 2381 42.1 55.7 47.1 35.3 4518 32.5 48.7 37.6 24.9 233 45.3 60.4 50.2 36.9 276 36.2 49.1 38.6 29.3
VN network 1757 46.5 66.8 53.8 35.7 3145 27.4 50.1 36.4 19.5 175 46.3 70.1 52.6 34.5 212 42.3 62.7 44.6 28.2

VNC 1425∗50.6∗ 67.1 56.5∗ 42.3∗ 2638∗39.1∗ 59.1∗ 45.8∗ 30.1∗ 151∗54.3∗ 75.9∗ 60.8∗ 41.6∗ 183∗48.2∗ 70.5∗ 52.9∗ 36.3∗

Table 3: Triple classification results on WN11. Significant
improvements over the best baseline are marked with ∗ (t-
test, 𝑝 < 0.05).

Subject Object Both

Model 1000 3000 5000 1000 3000 5000 1000 3000 5000

MEAN 87.3 84.3 83.3 84.0 75.2 69.2 83.0 73.3 68.2
LSTM 87.0 83.5 81.8 82.9 71.4 63.1 78.5 71.6 65.8
LAN 88.8 85.2 84.2 84.7 78.8 74.3 83.3 76.9 70.6
GEN 88.6 85.1 84.6 84.1 77.9 74.4 85.1 76.2 73.9
InvTransE 88.2 87.8 83.2 84.4 80.1 74.4 86.3 78.4 74.6
InvRotatE 88.4 86.9 84.1 84.6 80.1 74.9 84.2 75.0 70.6
VN network 89.1 85.9 85.4 85.5 80.6 76.8 84.1 78.5 73.1

VNC 90.6∗ 88.9∗ 86.7∗ 86.9∗ 82.3∗ 78.3∗ 87.7∗ 79.6∗ 76.2∗

Table 4: Link prediction results on FB15K Subject-10. Signifi-
cant improvements over the best baseline are marked with ∗
(t-test, 𝑝 < 0.05).

Model MR MRR Hits@10 Hits@3 Hits@1

DRUM 249 41.6 59.4 46.8 31.7
GraIL 241 41.9 60.1 47.3 32.1
TACT 238 42.6 60.2 47.1 32.9

VNC 151∗ 54.3∗ 75.9∗ 60.8∗ 41.6∗

Table 5: Ablation studies on FB15K Subject-10.

Model MR MRR Hits@10 Hits@3 Hits@1

VNC 151 54.3 75.9 60.8 41.6

No rules 251 40.9 61.9 47.3 31.5
Hard rules 192 45.2 67.6 52.6 35.4
Soft rules 164 53.3 74.2 58.5 40.1

VNC (AMIE+) 191 48.9 71.3 55.6 37.2
VNC (IterE) 172 52.5 73.7 58.8 39.7

named VNC, that infers virtual neighbors for OOKG entities by
iteratively extracting logic rules and inter-rule correlations from
knowledge graphs. We conduct both link prediction and triple clas-
sification, and experimental results show that the proposed VNC
achieves state-of-the-art performance on four widely-used knowl-
edge graphs. Besides, the VNC framework effectively alleviates the
data sparsity problem, and is highly robust to the proportion of the
unseen entities.

Table 6: Influence of the decoders on FB15K Subject-10.

Decoder MR MRR Hits@10 Hits@3 Hits@1

VN network 175 46.3 70.1 52.6 34.5

VNC (TransE) 204 47.4 71.2 53.6 34.5
VNC (ConvE) 171 53.1 74.6 59.8 41.2
VNC (Analogy) 163 52.9 74.8 60.1 40.7
VNC (DistMult) 151 54.3 75.9 60.8 41.6

Table 7: Examples of inter-rule correlations on YAGO37.
Soft label 𝑠 (George, directed, Cass Timberlane) = 0.98
Logic rule (George, directed, Young Bess) →

(George, created, Young Bess)
Incomplete rule (George, directed, Cass Timberlane) →

(George, created, Cass Timberlane)
Inter-rule path (Young Bess, isLocatedIn, United States)∧

(United States, isLocatedIn−1, Cass Timberlane)

Soft label 𝑠 (Sigmar, isCitizenOf, Germany) = 0.92
Logic rule (Thorbjørn, hasChild, Kjell) ∧ (Kjell, isCitizenOf,

Norway) → (Thorbjørn, isCitizenOf, Norway)
Incomplete rule (Franz, hasChild, Sigmar ) ∧ (Sigmar, isCitizenOf,

Germany) → (Franz, isCitizenOf, Germany)
Inter-rule path (Germany, hasNeighbor, Denmark)

∧ (Denmark, dealWith, Norway)

For future work, we plan to incorporate more kinds of complex
patterns in knowledge graphs. In addition, generalizing the VNC
framework to the unseen relations is also a promising direction.
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